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Abstract—A framework is presented for performance analysis
of 3GPP LTE with detailed modeling of PHY, MAC and RLC
protocol layers taking decode-and-forward relays and small cells
into account. CDFs, expected values and percentiles of resource
consumption, error ratio and spectral efficiency on various
protocol layers are calculated for any grid point and for cells in a
multi-cell scenario, respectively. Association of mobile terminals
to a radio access point is controlled by an SINR threshold to find
out its optimum w.r.t. cell spectral efficiency and cell edge user
spectral efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectral efficiency, namely the normalized user throughput
capacity, is defined as the maximum user throughput divided
by the channel bandwidth [1]. It is the number of correctly
received bits normalized by the consumed resource in both
time and bandwidth. Thus, spectral efficiency is strongly
related to resource consumption and packet error ratio.

The relay enhanced 3GPP LTE system model for downlink
is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Relay enhanced LTE system model

A decode and forward (DF) relay node (RN) mainly for-
wards IP packets on the network layer, where it relies on a
wireless backhaul link to receive user data from the donor base
station (BS) and provides wireless access links to transmit data
to the user terminals (UTs) under its control [2]. The spectral
efficiency of a two-hop link is greater than that of a one-hop
link, if

• the total amount of resources needed on both backhaul
link and access link for two-hop transmission is less than

the resources required for one-hop transmission, and
• the remaining packet error rate left over from two-hop

transmission is less than the residual error rate left from
one-hop transmission.

A RN with a wired instead of a wireless backhaul is
considered a picocell in this paper following an LTE concept
where small cells operate on orthogonal radio resources of
the donor node cell. This enables a comparison of small
cells enhanced LTE networks based on RNs and picocells,
respectively.

In this work, spectral efficiency on system level is analyti-
cally evaluated on downlink for both, pico BS enhanced and
relay enhanced LTE systems. In particular, adaptive modula-
tion and coding (AMC), hybrid automatic repeat request (H-
ARQ) protocol, selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) protocol as
well as DF-relaying are modeled and analyzed in detail using
a method based on signal flow graphs (SFGs) [3].

II. RELATED WORK

In [4] an analytical framework is developed to model various
protocol layer specific aspects of the one-hop 3GPP LTE
system in very detail. Probability distributions of capacity and
error ratio are calculated for a UT at any location in cell.

In [5] more interesting performance parameters of the one-
hop system, namely resource consumption, error ratio and
spectral efficiency, are calculated. The spectral efficiency map
is calculated for a multi-cell scenario. Cell spectral efficiency
(CSE) and cell edge user spectral efficiency (CE-USE) for a
cell are also derived.

In this work the analytical framework is extended to cover
DF-relaying and signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
threshold dependent association of UTs to radio access points
(RAPs), where a RAP may be donor BS, RN or pico BS.
As far as we know this is the first mathematical model to
calculate both spectral efficiency map of a multi-cell scenario,
and CSE and CE-USE for both pico BS enhanced and DF-
relay enhanced LTE systems under SINR threshold condition.

III. ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

The framework comprises analytical models for physical
(PHY), medium access control (MAC) and radio link control
(RLC) layers in LTE with DF-relaying as illustrated in Fig.
2. It is applied to analyze resource consumption, error ratio
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and spectral efficiency on the individual layers over backhaul,
access and two-hop links.
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Fig. 2. Analytical framework

Thereby, various aspects of the LTE system layers are
modeled and analyzed. On PHY layer, probabilistic radio
channel states [6], association of UTs to RAPs, turbo coded M-
QAM block error rate (BLER) , AMC, Chase combining (CC)
and overhead in LTE radio frame for the DF-relay enhanced
system [7], [8] are taken into account. On MAC layer, H-ARQ
protocol, resource assignment failure and feedback misdetec-
tion are accounted for. On RLC layer, segmentation of a RLC
SDU into several RLC PDUs, SR-ARQ protocol, feedback loss
and timeout for upcoming feedback are considered. Aspects of
two-hop transmission are also modeled and analyzed, taking
DF-relaying into account [2].

For any location in a cell our SFG model provides rigorous
and detailed analysis of the transmission process of a service
data unit (SDU) on a given layer. A layer specific moment
generating function (MGF) specifies the probability distribu-
tion of radio resource consumption for SDU transmission. A
MGF comprises a success part corresponding to a correct
transmission and a failure part representing an erroneous
transmission. The model of a given layer corresponds to two
MGFs characterizing transmission on this layer over backhaul
link and access link, respectively. The MGF of a lower layer
for a certain link is an input to the SFG model of the next
higher layer to calculate the MGF of this higher layer for
the respective link. The SFG model for two-hop transmission
corresponds to three MGFs characterizing transmission over
two-hop link on PHY, MAC and RLC layers, respectively. On
the basis of both MGFs of a certain layer, namely one for
backhaul link and the other for access link, the SFG model
for two hops analyzes the MGF of this layer for two-hop link.

Therewith, the above mentioned performance parameters are
evaluated in a variety of forms. For an arbitrary grid point de-
rived from a grid overlayed to a cell the probability distribution

of various performance parameters on a certain protocol layer
is evaluated from the MGF representing this layer. Considering
that UTs are assumed randomly and uniformly distributed over
the whole cell, the probability distribution of some parameter
is aggregated for a cell from the probability distributions valid
for each of its grid points representing a small area element
contained in the cell. From the probability distribution, its
expected value and percentiles are derived straightforwardly.
The probability distribution of spectral efficiency in a cell is of
specific interest, because its expected value and 5th percentile
are of particular importance to real world systems as CSE
and CE-USE, respectively [1]. Scenario maps representing a
certain performance parameter are plotted, where an expected
parameter value is calculated from its probability distribution
for each potential UT position in the scenario.

The analytical framework is capable to evaluate various
types of LTE systems. An evaluation scenario without relays
corresponds to a system with BS only. If a scenario is
enhanced with DF-RNs and wireless transmission is carried
out on backhaul links, the model represents a relay enhanced
system with wireless backhaul. This system type is specified
as mandatory in 3GPP LTE Release 10 systems [2], [8].
If a scenario is enhanced with DF-RNs, but backhaul links
are not accounted for, the evaluation corresponds to a pico
BS enhanced system with wired backhaul. This system type
represents the heterogeneous cell approach currently discussed
for future 5G systems with pico cells operated on resources
of a respective donor cell.

SFG models and MGFs of PHY, MAC and RLC layers are
available from [4] and omitted here. This paper presents for
RN and for pico BS enhanced cells

• probabilistic radio channel states,
• SINR threshold based association strategy,
• SFG model for two-hop transmission, and
• MGF for two-hop link.

Analytical formulas to evaluate probability distributions of
resource consumption, error ratio and spectral efficiency based
on MGF are published in [5] and merely the formula for
spectral efficiency is repeated herein.

A. Probabilistic Radio Channel States

Referring to the relay enhanced urban macro-cell (UMa)
scenario [6] shown in Fig. 3, one BS, which performance
parameters are evaluated, is placed in the scenario center and
three antennas are employed by the BS at 30◦, 150◦ and 270◦,
respectively, each establishing a cell. One single RN per cell
is placed 0.81 cell radius away from the center BS in antenna
boresight direction. According to [9] for a cell with one RN
this appears to be a close to optimum position. One tier of six
BSs each with three RNs is taken into account for interference
consideration.

According to the UMa channel model [6], path loss is
specified for both line of sight (LoS) and non LoS (NLoS)
radio propagation conditions, where the probability of LoS is
defined as a function of distance. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a
RN on downlink besides the signal from its donor BS also
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simultaneously receives co-channel interferences from up to
six neighbor BSs. A UT on downlink is either served by a
BS and interfered by up to six neighbor BSs, or served by
a RN and interfered by up to twenty neighbor RNs. Radio
propagation conditions, both between serving transmitter and
receiver and between interfering transmitters and receiver, may
be either LoS or NLoS.

In the one-hop model there are 27 radio channel states for
the access link between BS and UT. In the two-hop model
there are 221 radio channel states for the access link connecting
RN and UT, whilst the backhaul link between BS and RN has
the same number of states 27 as the access link in a one-hop
cell. For backhaul link, radio propagation condition between
serving BS and RN is assumed to be LoS, while condition
between interfering BS and RN is NLoS, owing to below
rooftop positioning of DF-RNs. For access link, NLoS radio
propagation conditions between interfering RNs and UT are
assumed for the interfering RNs, which are quite far away
from the UT, so that LoS probability is below 5% [6]. This
assumption reasonably reduces the combinatorial complexity
of the model.

From [9] it is known that CSE is close to optimum when
placing three RNs per cell instead of one. The analytic
method presented here owing to its combinatorial complexity
currently permits calculation of results for one RN per donor
cell, although applicable to any number of small cells, too.
Rigorous simplification of interference modeling would be
needed in the model to be able to calculate the performance
of system with more than one small cell per donor cell.

serving BS interfering BS

serving RN interfering RN

instance UT

Signal

(LoS/NLoS)

interference

(LoS/NLoS)

Fig. 3. Relay enhanced UMa scenario

B. SINR Threshold Based Association Strategy

Under the SINR threshold based association strategy, a UT
associates with the BS, if the difference between the SINR it
perceives from the BS and the SINR it perceives from the RN
is greater than a given SINR threshold, while it is served by
the RN, if the difference is less than the SINR threshold.

Setting the threshold to 0 dB, a UT associates with its
RAP exactly the same way as under the best SINR association

A C
G2HOP(z)

A

C
err[G2HOP(z)]

suc[G2HOP(z)] suc[GACCESS(z)]

err[GBACKHAUL(z)]

err[GACCESS(z)]

suc[GBACKHAUL(z)]

C

A B1

B2

1

Fig. 4. SFG for two-hop transmission

strategy, namely a UT is served by the BS, if it receives higher
SINR from the BS than from the RN, and otherwise it is served
by the RN. Increasing the threshold to some positive value,
the UT requires higher SINR from the BS than from the RN
to associate with the BS. Further increasing the threshold to
+∞ dB, the UT never associates with the BS. Decreasing the
threshold to some negative value, the UT needs higher SINR
from the RN than from the BS to be served by the RN. Further
decreasing the threshold to −∞ dB, the UT is never served
by the RN.

C. Signal Flow Graph Model for Two-Hop Transmission

The SFG specifying two-hop transmission based on DF-
relaying is shown in Fig. 4. In a first step, data is transmitted
either correctly or erroneously over backhaul link. If data is
successfully decoded from the first hop, then it is forwarded
to the second hop. In a final step, data transmission over
access link is either correct or erroneous. As a result, the
whole two-hop transmission is correct, if and only if the
transmission succeeds over both backhaul and access links,
while erroneous, so long as the transmission fails on either
backhaul or access link, retransmitting erroneous SDUs up
to a specified maximum number of retransmissions per hop.
The only green path represents a correct two-hop transmission
and therefore belongs to one group of transmissions. The two
red paths represent a two-hop transmission in error and thus
belong to the complementary group.

D. Moment Generating Function for Two-Hop Link

The MGF for two-hop transmission is derived from the SFG
in Fig. 4. The part corresponding to a correct transmission of
an SDU on a certain layer and the erroneous part are given as
follows, respectively.

G2HOP (z) = suc[G2HOP (z)] + err[G2HOP (z)] (1)

suc[G2HOP (z)] = suc[GBACKHAUL(z)] ·suc[GACCESS(z)]
(2)

err[G2HOP (z)] = suc[GBACKHAUL(z)] ·
err[GACCESS(z)] +

err[GBACKHAUL(z)] (3)
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E. Spectral Efficiency

Without loss of generality, assume that GLayer(z) is the
MGF of a certain layer and consists of a success part
suc[GLayer(z)] and a failure part err[GLayer(z)]. pi in Eq.
4 represents the probability that an SDU with a given size
is transmitted on this layer in the ith radio channel state.
#PRBPi represents the number of physical resource block
pairs (PRBPs) consumed for such a transmission. ei in Eq. 5 is
the conditional probability that the transmission is performed
but fails and (pi − ei) in Eq. 6 is the conditional probability
that the transmission is carried out and succeeds. ei

pi
is the

error rate of such a transmission, while pi−ei
pi

is the success
rate.

GLayer(z) = suc[GLayer(z)] + err[GLayer(z)]

=

N∑
i=1

(pi · z#PRBPi) (4)

err[GLayer(z)] =

N∑
i=1

(ei · z#PRBPi) (5)

suc[GLayer(z)] =

N∑
i=1

((pi − ei) · z#PRBPi) (6)

Recall that spectral efficiency is the number of successfully
transmitted bits normalized by the consumed resource in
time and in bandwidth [1]. Payload represents the number
of transmitted bits and, therefore, Payload · (pi−ei

pi
) is the

number of successfully transmitted bits. #PRBPi represents
the number of consumed PRBPs, each of which occupies 1
ms in time domain and 180 kHz in frequency domain. Hence,
#PRBPi ·(10−3 ·180·103) is the consumed resource in s·Hz.
Consequently, pi is the probability for spectral efficiency equal

to
payload· (pi−ei)

pi

#PRBPi·(10−3·180·103) , Eq. 7.

Prob[SpectralEfficiency[
bit

s ·Hz
]

=
payload · pi−ei

pi

#PRBPi · (10−3 · 180 · 103)
] = pi,

i = 1, 2, ..., N (7)

IV. PERFORMANCE CALCULATION

The UMa scenario [6] is considered here as an example to
be able to present results of our model. Parameters for the
relay enhanced UMa scenario shown in Fig. 3 are given in
Table I.

It is assumed for the example calculation, that a RLC
SDU comprises 1024 bytes and is segmented into 2 RLC
PDUs. RLC header, MAC header and PHY cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) are 4 bytes, 3 bytes and 3 bytes, respectively.
Furthermore, a maximum of one retransmission is assumed
permitted for H-ARQ protocol. Neither resource assignment
failure nor feedback misdetection is taken into account in the

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF RELAY ENHANCED UMA SCENARIO [6]

scenario urban macro-cell (UMa)
layout hexagonal grid
inter-site distance 500 m
BS antenna height 25 m, above rooftop
# BS antennas 1 tx
total BS transmit power 46 dBm for 10 MHz
BS antenna down tilt angle 12◦

RN antenna height 10 m, below rooftop
# RN antennas 1 rx, 1 tx
total RN transmit power 27 dBm for 10 MHz
RN antenna down tilt angle omni-directional
UT antenna height 1.5 m
# UT antennas 1 rx
minimum distance between UT and BS ≥ 25 m
carrier frequency 2 GHz
channel model UMa (LoS, NLoS)
BS noise figure 5 dB
RN noise figure 5 dB
UT noise figure 7 dB
BS antenna gain (boresight) 17 dBi
RN antenna gain 0 dBi
UT antenna gain 0 dBi
thermal noise level −174 dBm/Hz

example considered here. It is worth noting that considering re-
source assignment failure and feedback misdetection does not
change the results much. Full buffer traffic on downlink and
resource fair scheduling by the BS are assumed for evaluation
of CSE and CE-USE. Radio resources are orthogonally used
by donor BS and RN or pico BS, and resource proportions
are exclusively assigned to RAPs according to actual needs in
donor cell and relay cell or pico cell.

In the following, results are presented for three system
types, namely system with macro BS only, pico BS enhanced
system with wired backhaul, and relay enhanced system with
wireless backhaul link. Concerning association of a UT with
a RAP in a pico BS or relay enhanced cell, various SINR
thresholds, namely −18 dB, −12 dB, −6 dB, 0 dB, +6 dB
and +12 dB, are tested to study impact of the SINR threshold
based association strategy on CSE and to find out the best
operating point of SINR threshold for CSE maximization.

In the multi-cell scenario a 5 m × 5 m grid is introduced
over an 800 m × 800 m center area of the scenario. Spectral
efficiency is calculated as cumulative distribution function
(CDF) for each grid point. Expected value and percentiles for
a cell are derived from the respective CDF for the cell, which
calculates from CDFs over all grid points in the center cell of
the scenario. Expected value for a grid point derives directly
from CDF for the grid point. As an example, performance
results of Matlab calculation for the MAC layer are given here.
Results for the RLC layer do not differ much.

A. Cell (Edge User) Spectral Efficiency

Expected value of spectral efficiency is regarded as key
cell performance measure, while the 5th percentile of spectral
efficiency is a performance measure for cell edge users, only.
Expected value and the 5th percentile of spectral efficiency are
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addressed in [1] as CSE [bit/s/Hz/cell] and CE-USE [bit/s/Hz],
respectively.

Results are given in Fig. 5 - 6 showing bar charts of CSE
and CE-USE under various association SINR thresholds. Blue
bar represents a system with macro BS only, red bar for a
relay enhanced system, and green bar for a pico BS enhanced
system. The SINR thresholds 0 dB and −∞ dB correspond to
a small cell enhanced system under the best SINR association
strategy and a system with macro BS only, respectively.
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In an LTE system enhanced with one pico BS per cell,
the association SINR threshold +6 dB appears to be the
best operating point for maximizing CSE, but not CE-USE.
Compared to a system with macro BS only, CSE and CE-
USE are raised from 1.0803 and 0.1249 by 61.01% and 4.88%
to 1.7394 and 0.1310, respectively. Compared to a pico BS
enhanced system under the best SINR association strategy,
CSE is raised from 1.7294 by 0.58% to 1.7394, however, CE-
USE is reduced from 0.1390 by 5.76% to 0.1310.

In an LTE system enhanced with one RN per cell, the
threshold −12 dB is the best operating point for both CSE and
CE-USE maximization. Compared to a system with macro BS
only, CSE and CE-USE are raised from 1.0803 and 0.1249
by 7.38% and 9.29% to 1.1600 and 0.1365, respectively.
Compared to a relay enhanced system under the best SINR
association strategy, CSE and CE-USE are raised from 1.1085
and 0.1310 by 4.65% and 4.20% to 1.1600 and 0.1365,
respectively. Please note that one RN per cell is far from
optimum [9] and therefore the gains obtained are quite low.

Fig. 7 shows bar chart of coverage percentage under various
association SINR thresholds. Blue represents donor cell and
red for small cell, i.e. relay cell or pico cell.
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Decreasing SINR threshold leads to expanding donor cell
and shrinking small cell, while increasing SINR threshold
results in shrinking donor cell and expanding small cell.
Adopting 0 dB as threshold, 48.66% area is covered by donor
cell and 51.34% by small cell. This is validated by similar
results in [9] found from a simulated annealing approach,
namely a donor cell and a relay cell cover 50% and 50%
of a cell, respectively. Adjusting the threshold to +6 dB
to maximize CSE in pico BS enhanced system, area served
by macro BS shrinks to 34.45% and area served by pico
BS expands to 65.55%. Tuning the threshold to −12 dB
to maximize CSE in relay enhanced system, service area of
macro BS expands to 70.89% and service area of RN shrinks
to 29.11%.

B. Spectral Efficiency Map

Multi-cell scenario map of spectral efficiency on MAC layer
is shown in Fig. 8(a) for a pico BS enhanced system under
the best SINR association strategy.

Areas in antenna boresight and nearby the BS in donor cells,
and center areas in pico cells benefit from highest spectral
efficiency ≥ 2 bit/s/Hz and ≥ 2.5 bit/s/Hz, respectively, thanks
to good radio channel conditions.

Bordering areas of three adjacent pico cells located in three
neighbor sites, e.g. areas close to central points located one cell
radius (333 m) apart the center BS at 0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦, 240◦

and 300◦, respectively, suffer from worst spectral efficiency ≤
0.5 bit/s/Hz owing to strong co-channel interference between
neighbor sites.

Circular areas close by and around BSs suffer from worst
spectral efficiency ≤ 0.5 bit/s/Hz due to strong co-channel
interference from adjacent cells of the same site.

Spectral efficiency map for a relay enhanced system under
the best SINR association strategy is shown in Fig. 8(b). The
donor cells and the relay cells in Fig. 8(b) overlap the donor
cells and the pico cells in Fig. 8(a), respectively.

Donor cells have the same spectral efficiency in both
systems. Pico cell users experience higher spectral efficiency
than donor cell users, while relay cell users experience lower
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spectral efficiency than donor cell users, since transmission
on backhaul link consumes extra resources and causes more
errors for two-hop UTs.
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Fig. 8. Spectral efficiency maps under best SINR association

Spectral efficiency map for a pico BS enhanced system with
+6 dB as association SINR threshold is shown in Fig. 9(a).
This SINR threshold is identified as the best operating point
to maximize CSE in LTE system enhanced with one pico BS
per cell. Compared to Fig. 8(a), the donor cells shrink and the
pico cells expand in Fig. 9(a).

Under the best SINR association strategy, bordering areas
of three adjacent pico cells are served as donor cell edge
users. With the optimal SINR threshold for association, these
bordering areas are served as pico cell edge users. Substituting
the best SINR association by the SINR threshold based asso-
ciation strategy results in CSE maximization, since pico cell
edge users experience higher spectral efficiency than donor
cell edge users.

Spectral efficiency map for a relay enhanced system with
−12 dB as association SINR threshold is shown in Fig. 9(b).
This SINR threshold is identified as the best operating point
to maximize CSE in LTE system enhanced with one RN per
cell. Compared to Fig. 8(b), the donor cells expand and the
relay cells shrink in Fig. 9(a).

Under best SINR association strategy, bordering areas in
antenna boresight direction between donor cell and its own
relay cell, and both bordering areas in side directions between
donor cell and relay cells of neighbor sites, are covered by
edge areas of relay cells. With the optimal association SINR
threshold, these bordering areas are covered by edge areas
of donor cells. Substituting the best SINR association by
the SINR threshold based association strategy leads to CSE
maximization, because edge areas of donor cells have better
spectral efficiency than edge areas of relay cells.

V. CONCLUSION

An analytical framework is presented to evaluate both
the location specific spectral efficiency map of a multi-cell
scenario, and CSE and CE-USE of a cell for both pico BS
enhanced and relay enhanced 3GPP LTE systems in a cellular
scenario proposed in [6]. An SINR threshold based association
strategy is modeled, which can be implemented in real world
to maximize spectral efficiency. For both system types, various
thresholds are studied with respect to their contribution to
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Fig. 9. Spectral efficiency maps under optimum association SINR threshold

spectral efficiency and the best operating point of threshold
is identified for CSE maximization.

Results are presented for one pico BS and one relay per cell.
It is found that in pico BS enhanced and relay enhanced LTE
systems, the optimal association SINR thresholds are +6 dB
and −12 dB, respectively, and raise CSE by 0.58% and 4.65%
compared to the best SINR association strategy, respectively.

It is concluded that
• CE-USE is increased by both pico cell and relay cell to

a similar degree, and
• CSE is raised much more by a pico cell compared to a

relay cell.
According to [9] more than one RNs per cell do substan-

tially improve CSE. The analytical framework presented can
be extended to evaluate spectral efficiency of the LTE system
enhanced with more than one pico BS or one relay per cell
and this is the next step of our intended work. It remains
to explore under the basic conditions of the IMT-Advanced
evaluation process [6], to what degree pico BS enhanced and
relay enhanced LTE systems can meet or even exceed the IMT-
Advanced requirements [1] under single input single output
(SISO) transmission and reception.
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